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1. Introduction
Our Cont
Contact
act fforms
orms are an excellent way of enabling your users to
contact you through a professional looking form on your website. They
also enable you to ask specific questions that might not therwise be
given. This guide shows you:
 How to add/edit your own questions and whether to make them
compulsory or not.
 How you can set up captc
captcha
ha graphics
graphics, which help prevent you
receiving unwanted spam mail.
 How to set up a Contact form just about anywhere on your
website.
If you haven’t created or edited a Contact form before, we cover this in more detail in Section 9 of the Easy
St
Start
art Guide
Guide. Alternatively, for quick reference, you can go to Content  Sections part of your admin system,
where you will see a default contact form there and/or add one in the usual way for a new Section.

2. T
The
he def
default
ault fields
There are four standard questions which can’t be removed in a form. Your name, Your email, Subject and
Message. You can rename these and make them optional if you wish. You can then add as many additional
questions as you like, in a variety of optional formats, as we have done in this example.

3. Ho
How
w to edit a fform
orm
3.1 General set
settings
tings
In the admin system, go to Site management  Forms
orms. Here you will see the form for the default Cont
Contact
act
section  Click on the edit button (the pencil icon at the end right)  You will see a list of general settings
which you can edit if you wish, or just leave as default, which most users do:
 Name. For your internal reference only. To change the name on your main menu, edit the record in the
main contact Sections record (Content
Content  Sections
Sections).
 End message. The text that appears after your user has submitted a message.
 Submit but
button
ton te
text.
xt. The text that appears at the bottom of your form inviting your user to submit the form.
 Submission er
error
ror te
text.
xt. Text can be added for the submission error message, eg if the user enters text in,
say, a date field. By default this is Sor
Sorrry, there w
was
as a problem with yyour
our submission. (please note that
each question can also have an individual error message.)
 Notes. For your internal use only.
3.2 A
Adding
dding,, remo
removing
ving and editing questions
To add and edit individual questions, click on Edit fform
orm questions (under the SUBMI
SUBMIT
T button). To edit a
question, click on one of the EDI
EDIT
T QUES
QUESTION
TION boxes. To add a question, click on the + box (in the bottom left
under EDI
EDIT
T BO
BOXES
XES). You will see a number of fields, which can be edited/added as follows:
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 Question number
number.. Dictates which order this question
appears on the overall form.
 Question. The question you would like to ask.
 Question ttype.
ype. Here you can select from a range of
different types of questions, ranging from basic text
fields, to date formats, multi choices, etc. There is quite a
range, so see the panel below for a description of each.
 Values. These only appear if the Question ttype
ype involves
multiple choices. Here you can add, remove and sort
those multiple choices.
 Question code and Note. For your own internal reference,
usually left blank.
 Optional. Tick if you would like to make this an optional
question. If left blank, your users will not be able to
submit their message unless they complete this field.
 Er
Error
ror message. If you would like to amend the default
error message, enter the text here (see 3.1 abo
abovve).
Submit the question and then Pre
revie
view
w. Return to the record if
you wish to continue editing.
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4. Using ‘captc
‘captcha’
ha’ graphics
‘Captcha’ graphics may be a slight inconvenience to
some, but they really are a useful tool in preventing
spam mail. The initial setup is a two stage process,
as follows.

4.1 Initial Captc
Captcha
ha set
setup
up
Before you can use captchas you must generate a
"Site key" and a "Private key" from Google which you
then insert in your admin system. To do this, you will
need to have a Google account:
 Go to the ReCaptc
eCaptcha
ha page, and sign into your Google account
 Register a new site and insert a label (this is for your reference only) and insert all authorized domains,
one per line. Enter all your domains you may have, plus clikpic.com and clik.com
clik.com. The result will
look somewhat as in the screenshot below.

It is really import
important
ant that yyou
ou enter all the domains in yyour
our account, including clikpic.com and
clik.com
clik.com,, other
otherwise
wise the captc
captcha
ha ma
mayy not w
work
ork fully in yyour
our pre
previe
view
w or liv
live
e site. Also ensure yyou
ou enter
the domains WI
WITH
THO
OUT the www. prefix.
 Now go to Site Management  Site det
details
ails and enter the Site kke
ey and Priv
rivate
ate kke
ey into their respective
fields.
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4.2 Insert Captc
Captcha
ha graphics into yyour
our fforms.
orms.
Once the initial setup is completed it is incredibly easy to insert Captchas to any of your forms. Just add a
question at the end of your Form as outlined above. For the Question field, enter something like “To help us
prevent spam, please tick the box”  For Question ttype
ype select Captc
Captcha
ha  That’s it!
Please note, we have little control over the exact style and format of the captcha graphics we use.
5. A
Adding
dding a Cont
Contact
act fform
orm to (just about) an
anyy part of yyour
our w
website
ebsite
You don’t necessarily have to have your Form as a separate section –
you can add them to just about any part of your site using our Other
content facility. Whilst this excellent feature is covered more
thoroughly in Cliktips Guide A1 Other Content
Content, here are the basic
steps.
 In the admin system, go to Content  Other content
content.
 Under Add content item
item, select Form and enter a Name
Name.
 Click on Add content item.
 Under Apply to all sections
sections, select Only sho
show
w on the sections
selected
selected.Unless you’d like it to show on all Sections, in which case
select Sho
Show
w on all sections
sections.
 Under Sections
Sections, choose which one/s you’d like it to appear on.
 Choose a position. You may need to try different positions as they
are not always suitable for certain pages or design styles. The
system does allow you to fine tune the position, instructions for
which can be found in Cliktips Guide A1 Other Content part 6
6.
 Tick Sho
Show
w title if you would like the Title to appear on your
website.
 Update record.
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